SPACE ECONOMY EVOLUTION LABORATORY

SDA BOCCONI SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
KEY POINTS

1. MARKET
   competitive

2. GROWTH
   sustainable

3. FUNDING
   public-private
A COMPLEX ARCHITECTURE

1. basic research
2. proof of concept/invention
3. early-stage technology development
4. Product development
5. commercialization

VALLEY OF DEATH
turning invention into innovation

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
guidance for entrepreneurship
SPACE ECONOMY EVOLUTION LABORATORY
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- Dott. Mattia Pianorsi
  mattia.pianorsi@sdabocconi.it

- Dott.ssa Clelia Iacomino
  clelia.iacomino@sdabocconi.it

SDA BOCCONI FLIES HIGHER IN EUROPE

WE ARE N. 3 in Europe
European B-Schools Rankings 2019 - Financial Times